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Abstract: The choice of gauge in numerical relativity is crucial in avoiding coordinate and
curvature singularities. In addition, the gauge can affect the well-posedness of the system.
In this work, we consider the mean gauges, established with respect to the geometric mean
metric h :“ g `g´1f˘1{2 in bimetric relativity. We consider three gauge conditions widely
used in numerical relativity, and compute them with respect to the geometric mean: The
1+log gauge condition and the maximal slicing for the lapse function of h, and the Γ-
driver gauge condition for the shift vector of h. In addition, in the bimetric covariant
BSSN formalism, there are other arbitrary choices to be made before evolving the system.
We show that it is possible to make them by using the geometric mean metric, which is
determined dynamically by the system, rather than using an arbitrary external metric,
as in general relativity. These choices represent opportunities to recast the system in a
well-posed form.
Keywords: ghost-free bimetric theory, Hassan–Rosen bimetric theory, bimetric relativity,
standard gauge, maximal slicing, geometric mean, numerical relativity.
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1 Introduction and background
The Hassan–Rosen bimetric theory, or bimetric relativity (BR) [1–4] is a theory of two
nonlinearly interacting Lorentzian metrics g and f defined on the same differentiable man-
ifold. The theory is free from the Boulware–Deser ghost [5] and propagates seven degrees
of freedom which, for linear perturbations around backgrounds with proportional metrics,
can be recognized as the polarizations of a massless and a massive spin-2 field, expressed
as linear combinations of the two metric fields [6–8]. The introduction of the second metric
allows for a description of a massive spin-2 field [9].
The study of this theory is interesting in many respects. First, it is the only consistent
classical field theory of two nonlinearly interacting spin-2 fields to date, therefore it is a
promising source of novel physics. We remind the reader that there cannot be interaction
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between massless spin-2 fields [10], hence the existence of a consistent theory of interacting
massless and massive spin-2 fields is remarkable.
Second, it is a theory where two Lorentzian metrics are coupled already off-shell, that
is, before solving the field equations of the theory, and this has intriguing geometrical
consequences. In more detail, the Boulware–Deser ghost is avoided by a cautious choice
of the interaction potential [11, 12], defined in terms of the principal square root S :“`
g´1f
˘1{2
of the p1, 1q tensor field g´1f [3]. For instance, in geometrized units where
c “ G “ 1, the action reads,
S :“
ż
d4x
?´g
„ˆ
1
2κg
Rg `Lg
˙
` V pSq ` det pSq
ˆ
1
2κf
Rf `Lf
˙
, (1.1)
where κg and κf are the dimensionless Einstein’s gravitational constants, Lg and Lf are
independent matter Lagrangians [13, 14] and the bimetric potential is
V pSq :“ ´ 1
`2
4ÿ
n“0
βpnqenpSq, (1.2)
with ` length scale of the interaction, βpnq dimensionless real free parameters and enpSq
elementary symmetric polynomials of S. Hence, in order to be able to define the bimetric
action (1.1), the invertible real square root S must exist. The existence of S is equivalent to
setting profound geometrical constraints on the two metrics g and f , namely that they are
causally or null coupled [3], that is, either a hypersurface which is spacelike with respect to
both metrics and a direction which is timelike with respect to both metrics exist, or none
of them exist. Therefore, the theory also provides a fertile ground to study Lorentzian
geometry in the presence of several metrics.
Finally, BR is a geometric theory of gravity where the gravitational origin of dark
matter can be explored [15–18], and whose spectrum of solutions includes self-accelerating
cosmologies [19–22]. In addition, BR is compatible with the observation of gravitational
waves and with local gravity tests [23].
Due to all of these reasons, it is desirable to obtain solutions describing realistic systems
within this theory, e.g., spherical gravitational collapse of matter, or gravitational waves
emitted by interesting physical systems. This would lead to a direct comparison with the
observational data and would make it possible to falsify or support the theory. In order to
solve for solutions describing realistic physical systems, it is necessary to recast the bimetric
field equations (BFE) in a form suitable for numerical integration. In this respect, following
the roadmap outlined by numerical relativity, the standard N`1 decomposition of the BFE
governing the dynamics of the two metrics was established in [24], and the covariant BSSN
(cBSSN) formulation [25] of the bimetric decomposition was presented in [26]. However,
the bimetric cBSSN formulation together with the standard gauge [27, 28] relative to one
of the metrics, was not proven to be strongly hyperbolic under the same assumptions as
in general relativity (GR). This is due to the fact that the lapse functions of the metrics
are dependent [4, 29]. For instance, their ratio W is a rather complicated function of the
dynamical fields and their spatial derivatives, and presently its explicit form is known only
in spherical symmetry [30]. The hyperbolic structure of the system is altered compared
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with GR (even after a first-order reduction) by the spatial derivatives of W , which contain
the spatial derivatives of the dynamical fields.
Therefore, it is fundamental to study other gauge choices in BR, which could potentially
lead to a well-posed formulation of the bimetric cBSSN formulation. In this respect, one
novel feature of BR with respect to GR is the presence of the geometric mean sector. The
geometric mean metric h of g and f is defined as [3, 7],
h :“ g# f “ g `g´1f˘1{2 “ g S. (1.3)
The lapse function H and the shift vector q of h are related to those of g and f , hence we
can gauge fix H and q, and after this choice the lapses and shifts of g and f will also be
determined [24], as summarized in subsection 1.1.
In this paper, we study several gauge conditions with respect to the geometric mean
metric h, the “mean gauges”. This uncharted territory is explored for three main reasons:
1. To get insights about how to recast the cBSSN equations in a well-posed form, by
choosing a suitable gauge condition.
2. To understand if it is possible to impose a gauge condition which is singularity avoid-
ing for both g and f . Since h is their geometric mean, and its null-cone is always
contained in the convex hull of the null-cones of g and f [3], the hope is that imposing
a singularity avoiding condition on h also avoids singularities in g and f .
3. To find new gauges, specific to bimetric relativity, which may lead to a stable long-
term numerical simulations, as outlined in [31] for general relativity.
Hence, this study is motivated both theoretically and numerically. Indeed, since the com-
putation of W is a source of several numerical errors, the BFE are plagued by more sources
of instability compared with the Einstein field equations (EFE); therefore, well-posedness
is a fundamental requirement. There are also some hints suggesting the possibility to find
a singularity avoiding gauge for both metrics simultaneously. For example, Proposition 1
in [32] establishes that det pSq “ 0 at a point in spacetime induces a curvature singular-
ity in one of the two metrics g and f , if the other is regular at that point. This result
suggests that, when one of the three metrics g, f , h has a curvature singularity at a point
in spacetime, one of the other two metrics should share it. Supporting this conjecture,
an exact solution showing a curvature singularity in f and h, but not in g, can be found
in [33]. In addition, in [34] it is pointed out that, since the metrics are defined on the
same differentiable manifold, they must be compatible with its topology, which is fixed by
the choice of an atlas. Since the presence of a singularity usually changes the topology
of the manifold, and the metrics must be compatible with the same topology, the hint is
again that the metrics should share the singularity (which, however, does not need to be
of the same nature for all the metrics). However, as we point out in the paper, finding a
singularity avoiding gauge for both metrics is nontrivial. For example, imposing maximal
slicing simultaneously for both of the metrics results in a system of two partial differential
equations for one of the lapse functions, and one has to prove that a solution to this system
exists. This motivates further the study of the mean gauges.
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In this paper, we compute the standard gauge and the maximal slicing with respect
to h, and discuss some of their features. We do not study how these gauges affect the
hyperbolicity of the system, which is an open problem whose solution is beyond the scope
of this work. The reason relies on the fact that the explicit expression for W , shown
in [30] in the standard 3` 1 formulation and in the ancillary files of [26] in the cBSSN
formulation, is not easy to deal with. The study of the hyperbolicity of the system involves
the first and second spatial derivatives of W , hence it is left for future work. In addition,
as a natural continuation of the work done in [26], we discuss the possibility to use the
geometric mean sector as the background sector for the conformal spatial metrics sγ, pϕ, and
to use it to fix the evolution of the determinant of the conformal metrics in the bimetric
cBSSN formalism. These are novel opportunities in BR with respect to GR, to recast the
system in a well-posed form. A brief review on the background geometries in cBSSN is
given in subsection 1.2.
Structure of the paper. In subsection 1.1 we provide more details about gauge fixing
in BR, and in subsection 1.2 we introduce the concept of background geometries in the
cBSSN formalism. We establish the dynamics of the spatial part of the geometric mean in
section 2. We present the mean standard gauge and the mean maximal slicing in section 3,
and discuss the usage of the geometric mean in the cBSSN formalism in section 4. Finally,
we state our conclusions in section 5. The appendices contain the notation and technical
details.
Notation. We follow the same notation as in [26], described in Appendix A.
1.1 Gauge fixing in bimetric relativity
In the N`1 decomposition of BR, the mean lapse function H and the mean shift vector q
of h are related to those of g and f by [24],
α2 “ H2λW, rα2 “ H2λ
W
, α “W rα, (1.4a)
β “ q ` α
λ
e´1p, rβ “ q ´ rα
λ
m´1p, rβ ´ β “ ´ rα
λ
`
W e´1 `m´1˘p. (1.4b)
Here, α and β are the lapse function and shift vector of g, whereas rα and rβ are the lapse
function and shift vector of f , p is a Lorentz spatial vector called “separation parameter”
since it parameterizes the difference between the shifts, and λ :“ p1` pTδpq1{2, with
δ being the spatial part of the Minkowski metric in the Lorentz frame (i.e., the three-
dimensional Euclidean metric). Also, e and m are the spatial vielbeins of the spatial parts
γ, ϕ of the metrics g, f . The lapses and shifts altogether are called the “gauge variables.”
We have the freedom to gauge fix one of the three lapse functions and one of the three
shift vectors (or one linear combination of the lapses and one linear combination of the
shifts) thanks to diffeomorphism invariance. After this gauge fixing, since p and W in
(1.4) are determined by the dynamical fields, the other gauge variables will also be fixed,
as it was already mentioned in [24, 26, 30]. At this point it is helpful to introduce some
terminology. We say that we “choose a gauge condition with respect to a metric”, to mean
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that the slicing of spacetime is done with respect to that metric. For example, imposing
the maximal slicing with respect to h means that we impose the gauge condition
#
K “ Bt
#
K “ 0, (1.5)
where the accent # means that the quantity refers to the geometric mean sector (see
Appendix A). We can solve (1.5) for either one of H, rα, α. Therefore, the same gauge
choice with respect to a metric, can be solved for any gauge variable. We say that we
“gauge fix” the variable which we solve the gauge condition for. Different gauge fixings
that refer to the same gauge condition are equivalent geometrically, but not necessarily
analytically since the equations for different gauge variables are different. Hence, the well-
posedness of the system may be affected not only by the geometric gauge condition, but
also by the choice of the gauge fixed variable.
1.2 The background geometries in the covariant BSSN formalism
The cBSSN formulation of the EFE [25] introduces the background connection sΓBijk [35],
needed to make one of the dynamical variables, namely the conformal connection sΛi, a
vector under spatial coordinate transformations not involving the time coordinate. In
GR this background connection can, but need not, be the Levi–Civita connection of a
background metric. In [25], the background connection is restricted to not depend on
time, since it is arbitrary and it is not constrained by any physically motivated evolution
equation.
In [26], the possibility of relaxing the restriction of time-independence of the back-
ground connection in BR is mentioned. Indeed, in BR we can set the conformal spatial
part
˝
χ of the geometric mean h to be the background metric defining the background con-
nection for both of the conformal metrics sγ and pϕ. The dynamics of the conformal spatial
part
˝
χ of h can be computed in terms of the dynamics of sγ, pϕ and the separation param-
eter p. This allows us to relax the assumption of time-independence for the background
geometry. Furthermore, setting
˝
χ as the background metric removes the need to specify a
somewhat unphysical external metric. Indeed, the conformal mean metric
˝
χ is determined
by the dynamics itself and using it is a very natural choice.
2 The dynamics of the geometric mean
In this section, we establish the evolution equation for the spatial part χ of the geometric
mean metric h, and the relation between the extrinsic curvatures of the spatial metrics
γ, ϕ, χ. These results are needed to compute the mean gauges in section 3.
2.1 The evolution equation for χ
In this subsection, we compute the evolution equation for the spatial part χ of the geometric
mean h. The geometric mean does not satisfy the same field equations as g and f and it
is not a dynamical variable. Hence, we need to express its derivative in terms of those of
the dynamical variables.
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The spatial part of the geometric mean is equal to [36],
χ “ eTδΛsRmo, (2.1)
where e,mo are two freely specifiable vielbeins of the spatial parts γ, ϕ of g, f and only
contain the metric fields, Λs is the spatial part of a Lorentz boost, and R is a Euclidean
spatial rotation. The two transformations Λs and R in the Lorentz frame are not freely
specifiable, since they are determined by:
1. The requirement χ “ χT which, together with (1.4b), is equivalent to the requirement
that a real square root S :“ `g´1f˘1{2 exists [36]. This fixes R in terms of Λs (see
Appendix B.3); note that both of Λs and R contain three degrees of freedom each,
and the requirement χ “ χT fixes the degrees of freedom of R in terms of those of
Λs, contained in the spatial Lorentz vector p, the separation parameter in (1.4b).
2. The equations of motion. In [4, 24, 26], the three degrees of freedom in p are deter-
mined by solving one of the momentum constraints of the two metrics for p. If we
knew Btp in terms of the dynamical variables, we could evolve p numerically without
the need to solve the chosen momentum constraint at each time step. At present, we
know p in spherical symmetry [24, 26, 30] and in the most general βp1q-model [4, 37].
Consider the differential operator B# :“ Bt ´Lq “ LH#ν , where
#
ν “ H´1p1,´qq is the
spacetime vector normal to the spacelike hypersurface with respect to χ, and H
#
ν is the
normal evolution vector field [38] with respect to h. Applying B# to χ in (2.1) gives,
B#χ “ B#
´
eTδΛsm
¯
“
´
B#eT
¯
δΛsRm` eTδ
´
B#Λs
¯
Rmo
` eTδΛs
´
B#R
¯
m` eTδΛsR
´
B#mo
¯
. (2.2)
The time derivatives of the tetrads BteT and Btmo are determined by the equation [39, 40],
Brµ
`
EA
˘
νs “
`
EB
˘
rµ
`
EC
˘
νsWABC, (2.3)
where A,B,C are Lorentz indices running from 0 to 3, µ, ν are spacetime indices, the paren-
theses r s denote antisymmetrization of the indices they enclose, `EA˘ν is a 4-dimensional
tetrad, and WABC are the Ricci rotation coefficients, or connection coefficients, of the
tetrad. To get the time derivative of the spatial part of
`
EA
˘
ν , it is enough to set µ “ 0
in (2.3), which implies that ν is spatial, and A “ a, with a Lorentz index running from 1
to 3. This results in (see Appendix B.1 for details),`Btea˘i “ Bt`eai˘, (2.4)
i.e., we need to consider only the time derivative of the components of the matrices of the
tetrads. The latter are given in terms of the metric functions of γ and ϕ, and therefore the
time derivative of the tetrads can be computed using the evolution equation for the spatial
metrics. In addition, the Lie derivative of a tetrad is the Lie derivative of a covector [41],´
Lqe
a
¯
i “
´
∇iqj
¯
eaν ` qj
´
∇jeai
¯
,
´
Lqm
a
¯
i “
´r∇iqj¯maν ` qj´r∇jmai¯. (2.5)
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As shown in Appendix B.2, this formula implies that the Lie derivative of a Lorentz tensor
along a spacetime vector X is equal to the directional derivative of its components along
X. Hence, the Lie derivative sees Lorentz tensors as sets of scalars, and this is used below.
The time derivative of R can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of Λs and e,mo,
but the computation is quite technical and is relegated to Appendix B.3. Next, we consider
the term B#Λs in (2.2), which can be rewritten in terms of B#p by computing B#λ first,
p1 “ pTδ, B#λ “ B#
a
1` p1p “ 1
2
1?
1` p1p
”´
B#p1
¯
p` p1
´
B#p
¯ı
“ 1
λ
p1B#p, (2.6)
and plugging it into B#Λs, which results in (see Appendix B.3),
B#Λs “ ´ 1
λ` 1
„
p1B#p
pλ` 1qλpp
1 ´ `B#p˘p1 ´ p`B#p1˘ . (2.7)
The problem reduces to the computation of B#p, which is,
B#p “ Btp´ qiBip. (2.8)
As already discussed in [24, 26, 30], the time derivative of the separation parameter p
is not known explicitly in the general case. We do know it in the spherically symmetric
case, though, hence in this case we can compute the time derivatives of Λs,R and χ. The
equations in spherical symmetry are presented in Appendix B.5, and were computed using
the Mathematica package bimEX [42].
We have computed the derivative of χ along its normal evolution vector fieldH
#
ν “ t´q.
This is the evolution equation necessary to compute the dynamics of the geometric mean
sector and the mean gauges.
2.2 The relation between the extrinsic curvatures
In order to be able to compute the mean gauges, we also need an explicit expression for
#
K,
the trace of the extrinsic curvature of χ. This is computed by noting that the determinant
of χ is,1
#
∆ “ λ
a
∆ r∆. (2.9)
Let’s now apply any derivative operator B to (2.9).2 We get (see Appendix B.4),
B∆
∆
` B r∆r∆ “ 2
˜
B #∆
#
∆
´ paBp
a
λ2
¸
. (2.10)
If we set B “ B#, the expression becomes,
B#∆
∆
` B# r∆r∆ “ 2
˜
B#
#
∆
#
∆
´ paB#p
a
λ2
¸
“ 2
ˆ
´2H #K ´ paB#p
a
λ2
˙
, (2.11)
1The determinant of R is just 1. Note that R is a proper rotation due to our choice of the principal
branch of pg´1fq1{2.
2By “any” derivative operator, we mean that the computation makes use of the Leibniz rule only.
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where we used B# logp
#
∆q “ ´2H #K following from the definition of the extrinsic curvature.
Now consider the expressions on the left-hand side of (2.11). Making use of (1.4b), the
two terms therein can be rewritten as,
B#∆
∆
“ 1
∆
pBt∆´Lq∆q “ 1
∆
pBt∆´Lβ∆q ` Lαλ´1n∆
∆
“ ´2αK ` Lαλ´1n∆
∆
, (2.12a)
B# r∆r∆ “ ´2rα rK ´ Lrαλ´1rn r∆r∆ . (2.12b)
The Lie derivatives of the determinants, which are scalar densities of weight 2, are,
Lαλ´1n∆
∆
“ αλ´1niBi log
`
∆
˘` 2 Bi `αλ´1ni˘ , (2.13a)
Lrαλ´1rn r∆r∆ “ rαλ´1rniBi log` r∆˘` 2 Bi `rαλ´1rni˘ . (2.13b)
Hence, (2.11) becomes a relation between the traces of the extrinsic curvatures K, rK, #K,
#
K “ 1
2H
«
αK ´ Lαλ´1n∆
2∆
` rα rK ´ Lrαλ´1rn r∆
2 r∆ ´ pa
`Btpa ´ qiBipa˘
λ2
ff
“ 1
2
#?
λW
”
K ´ 1
2λ
niBi log
`
∆
˘ı´ 1
H
Bi
`
αλ´1ni
˘
`?λW´1
„ rK ` 1
2λ
rniBi log` r∆˘` 1
H
Bi
`rαλ´1rni˘´ pa `Btpa ´ qiBipa˘
Hλ2
+
. (2.14)
We want to isolate the mean lapse H in (2.14), so we use (1.4a) to replace the lapses α
and rα for H,
´ 1
H
Bi
`
αλ´1ni ´ rαλ´1rni˘ “ ´ 1
H
Bi
”
H
´?
Wλ´1ni ´apWλq´1rni¯ı
“ ´
´?
Wλ´1ni ´apWλq´1rni¯ BiH
H
´ Bi
´?
Wλ´1ni ´apWλq´1rni¯ . (2.15)
The substitution of (2.15) into (2.14) yields,
#
K “ 1
2
#?
λW
”
K ´ 1
2λ
niBi log p∆q
ı
`?λW´1
” rK ` 1
2λ
rniBi logp r∆qı´ pa `Btpa ´ qiBipa˘
Hλ2
´
´?
Wλ´1ni ´apWλq´1rni¯ BiH
H
´ Bi
´?
Wλ´1ni ´apWλq´1rni¯+. (2.16)
In addition it holds,
pa
`Btpa ´ qiBipa˘
Hλ2
“ Pi BiH
H
`P0, (2.17)
since the evolution equation for p, even though not known in general, must have a similar
differential structure to (A.8) in [24], i.e., to the evolution equation for the bimetric current
jb. Now we define the following functions of the dynamical fields not depending on H,
M :“ ?λW
”
K ´ 1
2λ
niBi log p∆q
ı
`?λW´1
” rK ` 1
2λ
rniBi logp r∆qı
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´ Bi
´?
Wλ´1ni ´apWλq´1rni¯´P0, (2.18a)
Ni :“ ´?Wλ´1ni `apWλq´1rni ´Pi, (2.18b)
such that,
#
K “ 1
2
´
NiBi logpHq `M
¯
. (2.19)
The explicit expressions for M and Ni in spherical symmetry are given in Appendix B.5.
Since [43],
K “ ´∇µνµ, rK “ ´r∇µrνµ, #K “ ´ #∇µ #νµ, (2.20)
the equation (2.16) is also a relation between the normal observers of g, f , h, i.e., the
observers having 4-velocity equal to the vectors ν, rν, #ν normal to the spacelike hypersurface
with respect to g, f , h.
3 The mean gauges
In this section we compute the standard gauge and the maximal slicing with respect to the
geometric mean metric h “ g`g´1f˘1{2. We choose to gauge fix the mean lapse function
H and the mean shift vector q. The computations make use of the results in section 2.
3.1 The mean standard gauge
The standard gauge in the cBSSN formulation of the EFE is [25],
Btα “ βj sDBjα´ 2α sK, (3.1a)
Btβi “ βj sDBjβi ` 3
4
Bi, (3.1b)
BtBi “ βj sDBjBi ` `BtsΛi ´ βi sDBjsΛi˘´ ηBi, (3.1c)
consisting in the 1+log gauge condition for the lapse [27] and the Γ-driver gauge condition
for the shift [28]. In (3.1), B is an auxiliary variable, sDB is the covariant derivative defined
by the background connection, sΛ is the conformal connection, and η is a free real constant.
We want to impose the standard gauge with respect to h and gauge fix H, q. This
means that we need to compute all the terms in the following equations,
BtH “ qj ˝DBjH ´ 2H
#
K, (3.2a)
Btqi “ qj ˝DBjqi ` 3
4
˝
Bi, (3.2b)
Bt ˝Bi “ qj ˝DBj
˝
Bi ` `Bt ˝Λi ´ qi ˝DBj ˝Λi˘´ η ˝Bi. (3.2c)
In (3.2),
˝
Λi :“ ˝χjk4 ˝Γijk “ ˝χjk
´ ˝
Γijk ´
˝
ΓB
i
jk
¯
, where
˝
Λi,
˝
Γijk are the conformal connection
and the Christoffel symbol for
˝
χ, and
˝
ΓB
i
jk is the background connection for the mean
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sector, which is freely specifiable. We may choose one of the connections of sγ or pϕ, or a
(local) affine combination of them,
˝
ΓB
i
jk “ σpxq sΓijk ` “1´ σpxq‰ pΓijk, 0 ď σpxq ď 1 @x, (3.3)
as the background connection for the mean sector, since we know their evolution.3 Choos-
ing σpxq “ 1{2 gives the mean connection and is symmetric in sγ and pϕ. Following the
computation outlined in [25], the evolution equation for the Christoffel symbol of the con-
formal metric sγ is found to be,
BtsΓijk “ LβsΓijk ´ 16sγijBj “BK logps∆q ´ 4α sAii‰` α ” sAjksγiqBqsγkj ´ 2 sAkqsγijBqsγjkı , (3.4)
and analogously for BtpΓijk in the f -sector. Hence, there is no need to choose an external
connection in BR, since we have several metrics whose dynamics is known.
Now, we compute (3.2a) by substituting (2.19) in it,
BtH “ qj ˝DBjH ´ 2H
#
K “ qj ˝DBjH ´ NiBiH ´MH. (3.5)
Alternatively, we could also use the definition of
#
Kij to get,
#
K “ χij #Kij “ ´1
2
χijL#
ν
χij “ ´ 1
2H
χijB#χij , (3.6)
and then use the evolution equation (2.2) for χ. In this case, one should isolate the terms
involving H and its spatial derivatives in the evolution equation for χ. At this point, we
have computed the 1+log gauge condition with respect to h, which we call “mean 1+log”
gauge condition.
We now turn our attention to the “mean Γ-driver” gauge condition. We need to
compute Bt ˝Λi in terms of what we know, i.e., the evolution equation for the conformal
mean metric
˝
χ. The derivative of
˝
Λi along the normal evolution vector of h reads,
B# ˝Λi “ Bt ˝Λi ´Lq ˝Λi “ B#
´
˝
χjk4 ˝Γijk
¯
“ B#
”
˝
χjk
´ ˝
Γijk ´
˝
ΓB
i
jk
¯ı
, (3.7)
implying,
Bt ˝Λi “ Lq ˝Λi `4 ˝ΓijkB# ˝χjk ` ˝χjkB#4
˝
Γijk
“ Lq ˝Λi `4 ˝ΓijkB# ˝χjk ` ˝χjkB#
˝
Γijk ´ ˝χjkB#
˝
ΓB
i
jk. (3.8)
In (3.8), the derivative of the inverse mean conformal metric is B# ˝χij “ ´ ˝χik ˝χj`B# ˝χk`,
and B# ˝χk` is the rewriting of (2.2) in the cBSSN formalism, according to the conformal
decomposition established in [26]. The derivative of the Christoffel symbol of
˝
χ is given by,
˝
χjkB# ˝Γijk “ ´
˝
DjB# ˝χij ´ 1
2
˝
χij
˝
DjB# log
` ˝
∆
˘
, (3.9)
3An affine combination is a linear combination whose coefficients sum up to 1. An affine combination of
connections is a connection, contrary to a generic linear combination of them [44, p. 52].
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following from the formula for the Lie derivative of the Christoffel symbol [45, p. 291]. The
latter also allows us how to deal with the derivative of the background connection,
˝
χjkB# ˝ΓBijk “ ˝χjkBt
˝
ΓB
i
jk ´ ˝χjk
´ ˝
DBj
˝
DBkq
i ´ q` ˝RBijk`
¯
. (3.10)
In (3.10), the time derivative is arbitrarily chosen. At this point, we know everything in
(3.2) and we can impose the standard gauge with respect to h.
3.2 The mean maximal slicing
In this section we compute the gauge condition to impose the maximal slicing with respect
to h in the standard 3`1 formalism,
#
K “ Bt
#
K “ 0. (3.11)
We use the expression for
#
K in (2.19) to impose
#
K “ 0 on the initial hypersurface,
NiBi logpHq `M “ 0. (3.12)
This is already a boundary value problem for H, contrary to the analog case in GR. We
can always choose the initial data to satisfy (3.12). We take the time derivative of (2.19),
´2 Bt
#
K “ `BtNi˘ Bi logpHq ` BtM ` Ni BtBiH
H
´ NiBi logpHq Bt logpHq, (3.13)
and impose Bt
#
K “ 0. We use (3.12) to rewrite the last term in (3.13),
M Bt logpHq `
`BtNi˘ Bi logpHq ` BtM ` Ni BtBiH
H
“ 0. (3.14)
This is the gauge condition for the mean maximal slicing that determines the lapse of h.
Note that, contrary to GR, this is not a boundary value problem. In addition, it is not a
pure evolution equation in H, due to the presence of the term NiBtBiH with mixed time-
spatial derivatives. Therefore, we need to rewrite (3.14) in a way suitable for the numerical
integration. It holds,
BtBiH
H
“ BiBtH
H
“ BiBt logpHq ` Bt logpHqBi logpHq. (3.15)
We insert (3.15) in (3.14) to get,
M Bt logpHq `
`BtNi˘ Bi logpHq ` BtM
` NiBiBt logpHq ` Bt logpHqNiBi logpHq “ 0. (3.16)
At this point, we define the two auxiliary variables,
ζ :“ logpHq, ξ :“ Btζ, (3.17)
and rewrite (3.16) as,
Btζ “ ξ, (3.18a)
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0 “ NiBiξ ` ξ
`
NiBiζ `M
˘` `BtNi˘ Biζ ` BtM. (3.18b)
This is an evolution equation for ζ, constrained by a boundary value problem for its time
derivative ξ. To solve it, first one solves (3.12) to get the initial value for ζ such that
#
K “ 0.
Then, one determines ξ on the initial hypersurface from (3.18b), and finally evolves ζ with
(3.18a). Note that (3.18b) contains the time derivatives of the dynamical fields, of ni, rni
and pa, and therefore contains first and second spatial derivatives of H, but not its time
derivatives.
We stress that the mean maximal slicing needs to be studied in more detail, since it
is the first gauge condition in BR which can hopefully be singularity avoiding for both
metrics. Indeed, since the null-cones of h lie inside the convex hull of the null-cones of
g and f [3], the slicing made with respect to h is always “in the middle” of those made
with respect to g and f . Moreover, it is not clear how to impose the maximal slicing
simultaneously with respect to g and f . This would lead us to impose simultaneously,
γijDiDjα “ α
”
KijK
ij ` κg
2
`
ρeff ` Jeff ii
˘ı
, (3.19a)
ϕij rDi rDjrα “ rα ” rKij rKij ` κf
2
`rρeff ` rJeff ii˘ı , (3.19b)
each one being the usual maximal slicing condition in GR, one per metric sector. However,
in BR the two lapses are not independent, α “W rα, hence one has to substitute one lapse
for the other in one of the equations in (3.19). As a consequence, we get a system of two
partial differential equations for one unknown function. The study of the consistency of
this system is left for future work. One possible way to start studying the system may be
the use of the Cartan–Kuranishi prolongation algorithm [46] (see also [47, 48]), to complete
the system (3.19) to involutive form.
4 The geometric mean in the covariant BSSN formalism
In the cBSSN formulation of the EFE, one has the freedom to freely specify two things:
the evolution of the determinant of the conformal metric and the background connection.
In this section, we discuss the possibility to make these choices using the geometric mean
metric h in the bimetric cBSSN formulation. We stress that these choices may affect the
hyperbolicity of the system in BR. Since the bimetric cBSSN together with the standard
gauge with respect to g or f is not proven to be well-posed, the possible choices described
in this section represent opportunities to manipulate the hyperbolic structure to achieve
well-posedness.
4.1 The conservation laws for the determinants
In the cBSSN formulation of the EFE, the evolution of the determinant s∆ of the confor-
mal metric and the trace of the conformal extrinsic curvature sA are not fixed but freely
specifiable. In this subsection, we focus on the evolution of the determinant. Following
[25, 49, 50], we call “Lagrangian” the case where the determinant is constant for an ob-
server having 4-velocity uµ “ tµ “ p1, 0, 0, 0q, and “Eulerian” the case where it is constant
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for an observer having 4-velocity uµ “ ανµ “ `1,´βi˘, where ν is the vector normal to
the spacelike hypersurface with respect to g. In formulas,
Bt∆ “ 0, BK∆ “ Bt∆´Lβ∆ “ Bt∆´ 2∆ sDiβi “ 0. (4.1)
In BR, since we have two metrics, we need to specify two conservation laws for the
determinants. Here we show that there is a relation between the conservation laws associ-
ated to the conformal metrics sγ, pϕ and ˝χ. An analog relation to (2.9) also holds for the
determinant of the conformal metrics in the cBSSN formalism (see Appendix B.4),
˝
∆ “ λ
as∆p∆, (4.2)
to which we apply a derivative operator B and get,
B s∆s∆ ` B p∆p∆ “ 2
˜
B ˝∆
˝
∆
´ paBp
a
λ2
¸
. (4.3)
This tells us that, once we make the free choices about the evolution of two of the three
determinants s∆, p∆, ˝∆, the evolution of the third one is completely specified by the evolution
equation of the separation parameter pa, which is determined by the dynamics.
For definiteness, let’s consider time derivatives. As our first choice, for example, we
can set Bt ˝∆ “ 0, which implies,
Bt s∆s∆ ` Bt p∆p∆ “ ´2paBtp
a
λ2
. (4.4)
We can now use the second free choice that we have, to fix one more of these derivatives.
We can choose Bt s∆ “ ´s∆ ppaBtpaqλ´2, which implies,
Bt s∆s∆ “ Bt p∆p∆ “ ´paBtp
a
λ2
. (4.5)
Therefore we have a natural choice, symmetric in the g and f sectors, that is, choosing the
same evolution equation for the determinants of the conformal metrics. This is determined
by the time evolution of p, which is another reason why it would be desirable to be able to
compute explicitly p or Btp in the most general case. We call this choice the “symmetric
mean Lagrangian conservation law”, since it is the Lagrangian conservation law for the
determinant of the mean conformal metric
˝
χ, and it is symmetric in the g and f sectors.
We can also define the “symmetric mean Eulerian conservation law” by imposing
B# ˝∆ “ 0. This implies,
B# s∆s∆ ` B# p∆p∆ “ ´2paB#p
a
λ2
, (4.6)
which can be rewritten as,ˆ
Bt s∆´ 2Biqi ´ qiBi s∆s∆
˙
`
ˆ
Bt p∆´ 2Biqi ´ qiBi p∆p∆
˙
“ ´2paB#p
a
λ2
. (4.7)
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We can make our second choice by setting the evolution of s∆ to be,
Bt s∆ “ 2Biqi ` 1
2
qi
˜
Bi s∆s∆ ` Bi p∆p∆
¸
´ paB#p
a
λ2
, (4.8)
which implies again Bt p∆ “ Bt s∆. The derivative B#pa is given in (2.8).
Note that Btp in spherical symmetry contains the spatial derivatives of the dynamical
fields. Since, in the most general case, Btp must have a similar differential structure to
(A.8) in [24], it should always contain the spatial derivatives of the dynamical fields. Hence,
different evolution equations for the determinants s∆ and p∆ may affect the hyperbolicity of
the system. The presence of the geometric mean sector provides more natural choices for
the evolution equations of the determinants with respect to GR, and these choices can be
seen as opportunities to recast the system in a well-posed form.
4.2 The geometric mean as the background metric
The evolution equation for the conformal connection in the cBSSN formalism is [25, 26],
BKsΛi “ ´sγjk´BtsΓBijk ´LβsΓBijk¯
´ 1
3
sΛiBK log p∆q ´ 1
6
sγijBjBK log p∆q ´ 4
3
αγijBj sK
´ 2
´ sAjk ´ 1
3
sγjk sA¯´δijBkα´ 6αδijBkφ´ α4sΓijk¯´ 2κgαe4φjeff i, (4.9)
with,
LβsΓBijk “ sDBj sDBkβi ´ sRBijk`β`. (4.10)
Since the background connection is arbitrary, the term BtsΓBijk is set to zero in [25]. In BR,
though, we can set the background connections to
˝
Γijk, whose derivative along the normal
evolution vector of g is,
sγjk ´Bt ˝Γijk ´Lβ ˝Γijk¯ “ sγjk ´Bt ˝Γijk ´Lq ˝Γijk `Lq ˝Γijk ´Lβ ˝Γijk¯
“ sγjk ´B# ˝Γijk `Lq´β ˝Γijk¯
“ sγjk ”B# ˝Γijk ` ˝Dj ˝Dk`qi ´ βi˘´ ˝Rijk``q` ´ β`˘ı
“ sBj` ˝χ`k ”B# ˝Γijk ´ ˝Dj ˝Dk`αλ´1eiapaq ` αλ´1 ˝Rijk`e`apaı , (4.11)
where we used sγjk “ sBj` ˝χ`k, with sBj` “ e2pφ´ψqBj`, Bj` “ e´1ΛsRmo (see [24, 26]). It
is,
˝
χ`kB# ˝Γijk “ ´12
” ˝
DjB# ˝χi` ` ˝χri|m ˝Dm
` ˝
χ|`skB# ˝χjk
˘ı
, (4.12)
again following from the formula for the Lie derivative of the Christoffel symbol. Hence,
everything is known in (4.11) and the evolution equation (4.9) with
˝
Γijk as the background
connection can be integrated in time. An analog computation holds in the f -sector.
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Choosing
˝
χ as the background metric for sγ and pϕ, removes the necessity to introduce
an arbitrary external metric to make the conformal connection a vector under spatial
coordinate transformation not involving the time coordinate. We remark that this also
affects the hyperbolicity of the system, because the evolution equation for
˝
χ is given in
terms of the evolution equations of sγ, pϕ and p.
There exists the possibility to choose simultaneously
˝
χ as the background metric forsγ and pϕ, and the mean standard gauge. In that case, one of the connections of sγ orpϕ, or an affine combination of them, can be chosen as the background connection for ˝χ.
The evolution equations for the connections of sγ and pϕ are given by (3.4) and the analog
equation for the f -sector. In this case, the system would be completely determined in
terms of dynamical quantities only, without the need to introduce external geometries.
How much this can be beneficial when one moves to the numerical integration, is an open
question and the subject of ongoing work.
5 Conclusions and outlook
The main result of this paper is the computation of two gauge choices in bimetric relativity,
with respect to the geometric mean h :“ g# f “ g pg´1fq1{2 “ g S, which we call “mean
gauges.” We computed the standard gauge and the maximal slicing, which are widely used
in numerical relativity, with respect to h. A priori, it was not obvious that this could
be done, since the geometric mean is not a dynamical variable and does not satisfy the
bimetric field equations. Therefore, the first step in our work consisted in computing the
evolution equation for the spatial part χ of h and the expression for the trace
#
K of its
extrinsic curvature in terms of the dynamical variables. This allowed us to compute the
mean gauges and gauge fix the mean lapse function H and the mean shift vector q. Since
the gauge variables are related by (1.4), this fixes the lapses and shifts of g and f as well.
The possibility to impose a gauge condition on h is important for at least two main
reasons. First, we do not yet have a well-posed formulation of the 3` 1 bimetric field
equations, hence exploring different gauges which affect the hyperbolic structure is funda-
mental; this is the motivation to establish the mean standard gauge, whose effect on the
hyperbolic structure is left for future work. Second, we would like to find a gauge which is
singularity avoiding for both metrics; this is the motivation to determine the mean max-
imal slicing, since it is not clear if one can impose the maximal slicing with respect to g
and f simultaneously. Being the geometric mean of g and f , the hope is that imposing a
singularity avoiding gauge on h will also be singularity avoiding for g and f .
The maximal slicing with respect to h results in a constrained evolution equation for
the logarithm of the mean lapse function H. The equation is such that one cannot readily
state if imposing the maximal slicing on h, which is singularity avoiding for h, is also
singularity avoiding for g and f , since the traces of the extrinsic curvatures of g and f are
not constrained to be zero. This means that we cannot exclude that the observers normal
with respect to g and f , i.e., the observers having 4-velocities equal to the vectors normal
to the spacelike hypersurface with respect to g and f , will follow focusing geodesics when
a singularity is forming.
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The mean standard gauge yields evolution equations for the mean lapse function H
and the mean shift vector q. In general relativity, the standard gauge is used together
with the (covariant) BSSN formulation because the complete system is strongly hyperbolic
[25, 51, 52]. In bimetric relativity, we cannot yet state that choosing the standard gauge
with respect to g or f implies strong hyperbolicity [26]. The mean standard gauge affects
the hyperbolicity of the system, and is therefore an opportunity to recast it in a well-posed
form. Also, this gauge choice gives us the freedom to choose an arbitrary background
connection for the geometric mean sector. This choice can be used to alter the hyperbolicity.
The study of the various possibilities is left for future work.
In the last part of the paper, we showed how the geometric mean can be used to
change the hyperbolic structure of the system by using it as the background metric for
the conformal metrics sγ and pϕ in the covariant BSSN formalism. This is the natural
continuation of the work made in [26]. On the same line, we also showed that the various
conservation laws for the determinants of the conformal metrics that one has the freedom
to impose in the covariant BSSN formalism, are related in bimetric relativity. If we choose
the evolution equations for the determinants of two of the three conformal metrics sγ, pϕ, ˝χ,
the evolution equation for the third one is determined by the evolution equation for the
separation parameter p. This equation also contains the spatial derivatives of the dynamical
fields, and therefore the choice of the conservation laws in bimetric relativity is another
opportunity to recast the system in a well-posed form.
The mean gauges and the choices regarding the conservation laws for the determinants
of the metrics and the background connections in the bimetric covariant BSSN formalism
need to be studied more in two respects:
1. The study of the hyperbolicity for all the possible combinations of these choices (e.g.,
the mean standard gauge with the mean metric being the background metric for sγ
and pϕ, and the mean Lagrangian conservation law) must be studied theoretically, as
well as the singularity avoidance of the mean maximal slicing with respect to g, f .
2. The numerical advantages of these choices have to be tested. This is connected to
the previous point about well-posedness, but it has a separate value, since a different
form of the equations can introduce different sources of numerical errors.
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A Notation
In this paper we consider three metric sectors, the Lorentz frame and their BSSN formu-
lation. The notation referring to each of these sectors is,
Γ , no accent : object refers to the g-sector,
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rΓ , tilde : object refers to the f -sector,
#
Γ , hash : object refers to the h-sector,
Γ , boldface : object refers to the Lorentz frame,sΓ , overbar : object refers to the g-sector in BSSN,pΓ , wide hat : object refers to the f -sector in BSSN,
˝
Γ , circle : object refers to the h-sector in BSSN,
˚
Γ , boldface, asterisk : object refers to the Lorentz frame in BSSN.
Tensors are written both with and without indices, e.g., the metric f or fµν . Greek indices
run from 0 to 3; latin indices run from 1 to 3; uppercase boldface indices are Lorentz indices
from 0 to 3; lowercase boldface indices are spatial Lorentz indices from 1 to 3.
B Explicit computations and equations
B.1 The time derivative of the tetrads
In this appendix we clarify how to obtain (2.4) from (2.3). To compute WABC in (2.3), we
note that the Cauchy adapted frames and coframes [40] for g and f are [24],
θg
0 “ dt, θgi “ dxi ` βidt, θg0 “ Bt ´ βiBi, θgi “ Bi, (B.1a)
θf
0 “ dt, θf i “ dxi ` rβidt, θf 0 “ Bt ´ rβiBi, θf i “ Bi, (B.1b)
and the 4-dimensional tetrads of g and f can be written as [24],
E0 “ α θg0 “ α dt, Ea “ eaiθgi “ eai
`
dxi ` βidt˘, (B.2a)
E0 “ α´1θg0 “ α´1
`Bt ´ βiBi˘, Ea “ eiaθgi “ eiaBi, (B.2b)
Mo
0 “ rα θf 0 “ rα dt, Moa “ moaiθf i “ moai`dxi ` rβidt˘, (B.2c)
Mo0 “ rα´1θf 0 “ rα´1`Bt ´ rβiBi˘, Moa “ moiaθf i “ moiaBi. (B.2d)
We write (B.2) collectively as,
EA “ EgAµθgµ, EA “ EgµAθgµ, MoA “ EfAµθf µ, MoA “ Ef µAθf µ, (B.3)
such that the connection coefficients for the tetrads are,
Wg
A
BC “ EgAσ EgαB EgρC ωgσρα `
`
EA
˘
σ
`BρEgαB˘`EC˘ρ`θgα˘σ, (B.4)
and analogously for the f -sector. The connection coefficients for the Cauchy frame ωg
σ
ρα
can be found in [40]. Hence, by using (B.4), one can expand (2.3) to get (2.4). The
computation in the f -sector is analogous.
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B.2 The Lie derivatives of Lorentz tensors
Consider the tetrad—i.e., the Lorentz coframe—pEaqµ in which the metric gµν can be
written as
gµν “ pEaqµηabpEbqν . (B.5)
Its Lie derivative along a vector field Xµ is given by [41],
LXν pEaqµ “ rDµXνs pEaqν `Xν rDνpEaqµs , (B.6)
i.e., the Lie derivative of a covector. The Lorentz index is a label indicating which of the
1-forms in the Lorentz coframe we are considering. Therefore, the Lie derivative is blind
to the index a.
The formula (B.6) allows us to compute the Lie derivatives of Lorentz tensors in
a straightforward way. We consider only a Lorentz vector here, but the method can be
generalized to Lorentz tensors of any rank. First, we note that the definition of the Lorentz
coframe pEaqµ implies the existence of the dual Lorentz frame pθaqµ such that
θa
“
Eb
‰ “ pθaqµpEbqµ “ δab. (B.7)
Second, consider the Lorentz vector Ua; we can map it to a spacetime vector by using the
Lorentz frame and coframe
V µ “ pθaqµUa, Ua “ pEaqµV µ. (B.8)
Using (B.8), the Lie derivative of Ua along the spacetime vector Xµ becomes,
LXνU
a “ LXν rpEaqµV µs “ rLXν pEaqµsV µ ` pEaqµ rLXνV µs
“ trBµXνs pEaqν `Xν rBνpEaqµsuV µ ` pEaqµ tXνBνV µ ´ V νBνXµu
“ tV µ rBµXνs pEaqν ´ V ν rBνXµs pEaqµu `Xν rBνpEaqµsV µ ` pEaqµXνBνV µ
“ Xν trBνpEaqµsV µ ` pEaqµBνV µu “ XνBν rpEaµV µqs “ XνBνUa, (B.9)
which is the Lie derivative of a scalar function. Again, the Lie derivative is blind to the
Lorentz index, and sees Ua as a set of four scalar functions [and pEaqµ as a set of four
1-forms]. This proves the formula in (2.8).
B.3 The dynamics of the bimetric Lorentz frame
In this appendix, we assume to know an expression for Btp and express the time derivatives
of Λs and R in terms of it. If the expression for Btp was known in general—it is known in
spherical symmetry [24, 26, 30] and in the most general βp1q-model [4, 37]—one could solve
one momentum constraint for p on the spacelike hypersurface where the initial data are
specified, and then integrate the evolution equation for p. In addition, as shown in subsec-
tion 4.1, Btp determines the relation between the conservation laws for the determinants
of the conformal metrics in the bimetric cBSSN formalism.
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Following [24], given an arbitrary p and a freely specifiable spatial vielbein mo for the
spatial part ϕ of f , we can find another vielbein m of ϕ such that χ “ eᵀδΛsm “ χᵀ. The
new vielbein m is determined in the following way,
m :“ Rmo, R “
`
δ´1RoTδRo
˘1{2
Ro
´1, Ro :“ δ´1mo´1,TeTδΛs, (B.10)
where R is the orthogonal transformation appearing in the polar decomposition of Ro
´1,4
Ro
´1 “ `Ro´1δ´1Ro´1,Tδ˘1{2 R “ `δ´1RoTδRo˘´1{2 R. (B.11)
Therefore, we can express BtR in terms of BtΛs by using (B.10), and then express BtΛs in
terms of Btp via
Λs “ I` 1
λ` 1pp
Tδ, λ “ p1` pTδpq1{2 . (B.12)
This provides the evolution equations for R and Λs in terms of Btp.
Let us start with relating BtΛs and Btp. A direct computation of the time derivative
of (B.12) gives,
BtΛs “ Bt
ˆ
I` 1
λ` 1pp
Tδ
˙
“ BtI` Bt
ˆ
1
λ` 1
˙
pp1 ` 1
λ` 1Bt
`
pp1
˘
“ ´ Btλpλ` 1q2 pp
1 ` 1
λ` 1
“`Btp˘p1 ` p`Btp1˘‰
“ ´ 1
λ` 1
„
p1Btp
pλ` 1qλpp
1 ´ `Btp˘p1 ´ p`Btp˘1 , (B.13)
where we introduced the adjoint p1 “ pTδ of p, and used Btp1 “
`Btp˘1 and (2.6) with
B# Ñ Bt. We now express BtRo in terms of BtΛs,
Ro :“ δ´1mo´1,TeTδΛs ùñ BtRo “ Bt
`
δ´1mo´1,TeTδ
˘
Λs ` δ´1mo´1,TeTδ BtΛs, (B.14)
where the time derivatives of e and mo only contain the time derivatives of the metric
functions, and are then determined by the evolution equations for the metrics. At this
point, we need to write BtR as a function of BtRo. The two linear operators are related by,
R “ `Ro1Ro˘1{2 Ro´1 ùñ RRo “ `Ro1Ro˘1{2 , (B.15)
where Ro
1 “ δ´1RoTδ is the adjoint of Ro. We take the time derivative and obtain,
Bt pRRoq “ Bt
`
Ro
1Ro
˘1{2 ùñ pBtRqRo `R BtRo “ Bt `Ro1Ro˘1{2 , (B.16)
which implies,
BtR “
”
Bt
`
Ro
1Ro
˘1{2ı
Ro
´1 ´ pR BtRoqRo´1. (B.17)
We now need to express Bt pRo1Roq1{2 in terms of BtRo. It holds,
Bt
`
Ro
1Ro
˘ “ Bt ”`Ro1Ro˘1{2 `Ro1Ro˘1{2ı
4Concerning the polar decomposition of a matrix, we refer to [53, Sec. 2.5].
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“ `Ro1Ro˘1{2 Bt ”`Ro1Ro˘1{2ı` Bt ”`Ro1Ro˘1{2ı `Ro1Ro˘1{2 . (B.18)
This is a subcase of the Sylvester matrix equation
AX `XB “ C, (B.19)
where X is the unknown matrix.5 The Sylvester equation (B.19) has a unique solution
for every C, if and only if A and ´B have no common eigenvalues [55]. In our case
A “ B “ pRo1Roq1{2, X “ Bt
“pRo1Roq1{2‰, C “ Bt pRo1Roq. Since A “ pRo1Roq1{2 is
strictly positive definite,6 its eigenvalues are strictly positive and B “ ´pRo1Roq1{2 has
strictly negative eigenvalues. This implies that the equation (B.18) has a unique solution for
Bt
“pRo1Roq1{2‰. The general solution of the Sylvester equation can be written very simply
by making use of the vectorization operator. For this reason, we now briefly introduce it
and refer the reader to [56] for a more extended treatment.
Vectorization vec r¨s is an isomorphism between Cnˆm and Cnm. It corresponds to
taking the columns of a matrix and arranging them in order, within a column vector, e.g.,
˜
a b
c d
¸
vecÝÑ
¨˚
˚˝˚ac
b
d
‹˛‹‹‚. (B.20)
Some useful properties of this operator are [57, Sec. 9],
vec rABs “ pI bAq vec rBs “ pBT b Iq vec rAs , (B.21a)
vec rABCs “ pI bABq vec rCs “ pCTBT b Iq vec rAs “ pCT bAq vec rBs , (B.21b)
where b denotes the Kronecker product (see [58, Sec. 4.2]). The Kronecker product of two
matrices A P Cmˆn and B P Cpˆq is equal to,
AbB “
¨˚
˝A11B ¨ ¨ ¨ A1nB... . . . ...
Am1B ¨ ¨ ¨ AmnB
‹˛‚P Cmpˆnq. (B.22)
The general solution of the Sylvester equation reads [55],
vec rXs “ pI bA`BT b Iq´1 vec rCs . (B.23)
In our case it corresponds to,
vec
”
Bt
`
Ro
1Ro
˘1{2ı “ !Ib `Ro1Ro˘1{2 ` ”`Ro1Ro˘1{2ıT b I)´1 vec “Bt `Ro1Ro˘‰ . (B.24)
Lastly, we express vec rBt pRo1Roqs in terms of vec rBtRos. Using the facts that the time
derivative commutes with vec r¨s, that vec rATs “ K vec rAs with K “commutation matrix”
[56], and using (B.21), one gets,
vec
“Bt `Ro1Ro˘‰ “ “pRoT b Iq `δ b δ´1˘K` `IbRo1˘‰ vec rBtRos . (B.25)
5The Sylvester equation also appears in BR when varying the square root S, see Appendix B in [54].
6The polar decomposition of the invertible matrix Ro
´1 guarantees that [53, Sec. 2.5].
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Hence, if we know Btp, we can evolve all the objects in the bimetric decomposition. Indeed,
the latter depend on R,Λs, e,mo, whose dynamics depend on Btp and the evolution equa-
tions for the metrics. Ultimately, since Btp itself depends on the evolution of the dynamical
variables, the dynamics of all the objects in the bimetric decomposition depends only on
the evolution of the dynamical variables.
B.4 The relation between the determinants of the conformal metrics
In this appendix, we derive (4.2), (4.3) and (2.10). We start with (2.9),
#
∆ “ λ
a
∆ r∆, (B.26)
and rewrite it in the BSSN formalism,
e6pφ`ψq
˝
∆ “ λ
a
e12φ s∆e12ψ p∆ ùñ ˝∆ “ λas∆p∆, (B.27)
i.e., we get (4.2). We now apply any derivative operator, denoted here by B, to (B.27),
B ˝∆ “ B
´
λ
as∆p∆¯ “ λ
2
ps∆p∆q´1{2 ´p∆B s∆` s∆B p∆¯` ps∆p∆q1{2Bλ. (B.28)
Using (2.6) with B# replaced by B, we get,
B ˝∆ “ B
´
λ
as∆p∆¯ “ λ
2ps∆p∆q1{2
´p∆B s∆` s∆B p∆¯` ps∆p∆q1{2 1
λ
pTδBp. (B.29)
Now divide equation (B.29) by
˝
∆ “ λps∆p∆q1{2,
B ˝∆
˝
∆
“ 1
2s∆p∆
´p∆B s∆` s∆B p∆¯` 1
λ2
pTδBp, (B.30)
which can be rewritten as
B s∆s∆ ` B p∆p∆ “ 2
˜
B ˝∆
˝
∆
´ p
TδBp
λ2
¸
, (B.31)
i.e., the formula in (4.3). The same steps lead from (2.9) to (2.10).
B.5 The mean gauges in spherical symmetry
In this appendix we reduce to spherical symmetry the most relevant equations introduced
in the main text. The computations were done with the Mathematica package bimEX [42].
The spherically symmetric ansatz with the metric g and f sharing the same Killing
vector fields is [26],
seai “ diag “sapt, rq,sbpt, rq,sbpt, rq sinpθq‰ , pmoai “ diag ”papt, rq,pbpt, rq,pbpt, rq sinpθqı , (B.32)sAij “ diag “ sA1pt, rq, sA2pt, rq, sA2pt, rq‰ , pAij “ diag ” pA1pt, rq, pA2pt, rq, pA2pt, rqı , (B.33)
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sΛi “
¨˚
˝sΛ1pt, rq0
0
‹˛‚, pΛi “
¨˚
˝pΛ1pt, rq0
0
‹˛‚, qi “
¨˚
˝qrpt, rq0
0
‹˛‚, pa “
¨˚
˝p1pt, rq0
0
‹˛‚. (B.34)
The metrics γ and ϕ share the background geometry, which is the spatial part of the flat
metric in spherical coordinates,
δ “ diag “1, r2, r2 sinpθq2‰ . (B.35)
All the fields depend on t and r. We define [59],
uR :“ e2ψpb
e2φsb , @ uRDnk :“
nÿ
i“0
ˆ
n
i
˙
βpi`kq uRi, ˆni
˙
“ n!
i!pn´ iq! , (B.36)
where the βpnq are 5 dimensionless real constants appearing in the bimetric potential (1.2).
The objects in the Lorentz frame read,
˚
Ro “ diag
„sapaλ, sbpb , sbpb

, Ro “ e
2φ
e2ψ
˚
Ro, (B.37a)
Λs “
˚
Λs “ diag rλ, 1, 1s , R “
˚
R “ diag r1, 1, 1s , (B.37b)
with p “ pp1, 0, 0q. The geometric mean is,
q “ pqr, 0, 0q, ˝χ “ diag
”sapa λ, sbpb, sbpbı , χ “ e2pφ`ψq ˝χ. (B.38)
Since R is the identity operator, its derivatives are identically zero. The computation of
BtR through the formula in (B.17) consistently gives zero.
One can recast the equations presented in this appendix in the standard 3`1 formalism
by imposing,
sK “ 0, pK “ 0, sA “ sA1 ` 2 sA2, pA “ pA1 ` 2 pA2,
sAi “ Ki, pAi “ rKi, sΛ1 “ ˆ2rsb2 ` Brsasa3 ´ 2Brsbsa2sb
˙
, pΛ1 “ ˆ2rpb2 ` Brpapa3 ´ 2Brpbpa2pb
˙
,
φ “ 0, ψ “ 0, BK∆
∆
“ ´2α
´
K1 ` 2K2
¯
,
rBK r∆r∆ “ ´2rα
´ rK1 ` 2 rK2¯. (B.39)
It is worth noting that all the equations presented in this appendix are invariant under
the exchange,
βpnq Ø βp4´nq, κg Ø κf , p Ñ ´p, X Ø rX, sX Ø pX, (B.40)
where X is any of the fields introduced above.
The mean standard gauge. We start by writing the 1+log gauge condition (3.5) for
the mean lapse, determining
#
K via (3.6). Hence, we need the evolution equation for the
conformal spatial part of the geometric mean,
B# ˝χrr “ rα„2
3
` pA2 ´ pA1˘sapa λ´ sa Brpa
e2ψpa p1

` α
„
2
3
` sA2 ´ sA1˘sapa λ` pa Brsa
e2φsa p1

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` pasap1
λ
ˆ
Btp1 ´ qrBrp1
˙
` 1
6
pasa λˆBK∆
∆
` rBK r∆r∆ ´ 12 Brqr
˙
, (B.41a)
B# ˝χθθ “ rα„1
3
` pA1 ´ pA2˘pbsb´ sb Brpb
e2ψpaλp1

` α
„
1
3
` sA1 ´ sA2˘sbpb` pb Brsb
e2φsaλp1

` 1
6
pbsbˆrBK r∆r∆ ` BK∆∆
˙
, (B.41b)
where the time derivative of p1 is given by [26],
@ uRD2
1
Btp1 “
@ uRD2
1
qrBrp1 `
@ uRD2
1
λ
ˆ Brrα
e2ψpa ´ Brαe2φsa
˙
` αp1
„@ uRD2
1
ˆ sA1 ` 1
3
sK˙` 2ˆ sA2 ` 1
3
sK˙@ uRD1
1

` rαp1 „@ uRD2
1
ˆ pA1 ` 1
3
pK˙` 2ˆ pA2 ` 1
3
pK˙ uR @ uRD1
2

` 2
e2φsb
˜
α
@ uRD1
1
Brpb` 2pb Brψpa ´ rα @ uRD12 Brsb` 2sb Brφsa
¸
` 2λ
e2φsb
˜rα @ uRD1
2
Brpb` 2pb Brψpa ´ α @ uRD11 Brsb` 2sb Brφsa
¸
. (B.42)
The mean 1+log gauge condition (3.5) reads,
pWλq1{2 BtH “
„
p1
ˆ
1
e2ψpa ´ We2φsa
˙
`qrpWλq1{2

BrH ` pWλq
1{2
2
„rBK r∆r∆ ` BK∆∆

´ 2pWλq1{2Brqr `H
#
pp1q2
«˜
1
e2ψpa ´ We2φsa
¸
Brp1
2λ2
` 1
λ
« pA1 ` 1
3
pK ` 2 uR@ uRD12@ uRD2
1
˜ pA2 ` pK
3
¸
`W
˜ sA1 ` 1
3
sK ` 2 @ uRD11@ uRD2
1
˜ sA2 ` sK
3
¸¸ffff
` p1
«
W
e2φsa
˜
Brsasa ` 2 Brsbsb
¸
´ 1
e2ψpa
˜
Brpapa ` 2 Brpbpb
¸
´
˜
1
e2φsa ` 1e2ψpaW
¸
BrW
2
` 2 uR
e2ψpa
˜
Brpbpb ` 2 Brψ
¸˜
W
@ uRD1
1
λ
@ uRD2
1
`
@ uRD1
2@ uRD2
1
¸
´ 2
e2φsa
˜
Brsbsb ` 2 Brφ
¸˜
W
@ uRD1
1@ uRD2
1
`
@ uRD1
2
λ
@ uRD2
1
¸ff+
. (B.43)
We choose the flat metric in spherical polar coordinates as the background metric for the
mean sector, so the Γ-driver gauge condition for the mean shift vector reads,
Btqr “ 1
4
`
3
˝
B ` 4qr Brqr
˘
, (B.44a)
Bt ˝Br “ qrBr ˝Br `
`Bt ˝Λr ´ qrBr ˝Λr˘´ η ˝Br. (B.44b)
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We remark that one can choose any connection as the background connection for the
mean sector. For example, setting the mean connection
`sΓijk ` pΓijk˘{2 as the background
connection, keeps the symmetry between the metric sectors. The mean connection is,
1
2
´sΓ1jk ` pΓ1jk¯ “ 12
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
Brpapa ` Brsasa 0 0
0 ´pb Brpbpa2 ´ sb Brsbsa2 0
0 0 ´
ˆpb Brpbpa2 ` sb Brsbsa2
˙
sinpθq2
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚, (B.45a)
1
2
´sΓ2jk ` pΓ2jk¯ “ 12
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 0 Br
pbpb ` Brsbsb 0
Brpbpb ` Brsbsb 0 0
0 0 ´2 cospθq sinpθq
‹˛‹‹‹‚, (B.45b)
1
2
´sΓ3jk ` pΓ3jk¯ “ 12
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 0 0 Br
pbpb ` Brsbsb
0 0 2 cotpθq
Brpbpb ` Brsbsb 2 cotpθq 0
‹˛‹‹‹‚. (B.45c)
In order to write Bt ˝Λr in (B.44b), we need the evolution equation of the Christoffel symbol
of the conformal mean metric, contracted with the inverse conformal mean metric; this is,
˝
χjkB# ˝Γrjk “ B#
˝
χθθpasa λ
ˆsb Brpb`pb Brsb˙` B# ˝χθθpapbsasb λ
ˆBrpbpb ` Brsbsb
˙
´ BrB#
˝
χrr
2pa2sa2λ2 ´ BrB#
˝
χθθpapbsasb λ ´ BrB# ˝χrr
`
ˆ B# ˝χrr
2pa2sa2λ2 ´ B# ˝χrre´2pψ`φq
˙ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa ` Brλλ
˙
´ B# ˝χrr
ˆBrpbpb ` Brsbsb
˙
.
(B.46)
The evolution equation for the mean conformal connection
˝
Λr is,
Bt ˝Λr “ ˝χjkB# ˝Γrjk ` B#
˝
χrr
2
ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa ` p1Brp1λ2
˙
´ p
1Brp1Brqr
2pasa λ3 ´ Brrqrpasa λ
` B# ˝χθθ
ˆ
2r ´ sb Brpbpasa λ ´ pb Brsbpasa λ
˙
` Brq
rsapa λ
ˆBrsbsb ´ Brsa2sa ` Brpbpb ´ Brpa2pa ´ 4pasa λ rpbsb
˙
` q
rsapa λ
"
4sapa λpbsb ` Br
ˆBrpa
2pa ´ Brpbpb
˙
` Br
ˆBrsa
2sa ´ Brsbsb
˙
` Br
ˆBrλ
2λ
˙
`
„Brsbsb ` Brpbpb ´ 12
ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa
˙ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa
˙
´ 2
ˆBrpbpb ` Brsbsb
˙sapasbpb λ r
`
ˆBrpbpb ´ Brpapa ´ Brsasa ` Brsbsb
˙
p1Brp1
λ2
´ p12 pBrp
1q2
2λ4
*
. (B.47)
Finally, the evolution equation (B.44b) for the variable
˝
B becomes,
Bt ˝B “ Bt ˝Λr ´ η ˝B ` qrBr ˝B
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´ q
rsapa λ
"
2sapa λpbsb ` Br
ˆBrpa
2pa ´ Brpbpb
˙
` Br
ˆBrsa
2sa ´ Brsbsb
˙
` Br
ˆBrλ
2λ
˙
`
„Brsbsb ` Brpbpb ´ 12
ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa
˙ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa
˙
´ 2
ˆBrpbpb ` Brsbsb
˙sapasbpb λ r
`
ˆBrpbpb ´ Brpapa ´ Brsasa ` Brsbsb
˙
p1Brp1
λ2
´ p12 pBrp
1q2
2λ4
*
, (B.48a)
“ ´η ˝B ` qr
ˆ
Br ˝B ` 2sapa
˙
` ˝χjkB# ˝Γrjk ` B#
˝
χrr
2
ˆBrpapa ` Brsasa ` p1Brp1λ2
˙
´ p
1Brp1Brqr
2pasa λ3
´ Brrq
rpasa λ ` B# ˝χθθ
ˆ
2r ´ sb Brpbpasa λ ´ pb Brsbpasa λ
˙
` Brq
rsapa λ
ˆBrsbsb ´ Brsa2sa ` Brpbpb ´ Brpa2pa ´ 4pasa λ rpbsb
˙
(B.48b)
The mean maximal slicing. In spherical symmetry, the trace
#
K of the extrinsic cur-
vature of the spatial part χ of the geometric mean metric h is,
#
K “ 1
2
´
NrBr logpHq `M
¯
. (B.49)
The two functions Nr and M are given by,
?
WλNr “
ˆ
W
e2φsa ´ 1e2ψpa
˙ˆ
λ´ 1
2λ
˙
p1, (B.50a)
@ uRD2
1
?
WλM “ ´
„ˆ sA2 ` sK
3
˙
W
@ uRD1
1
`
ˆ pA2 ` pK
3
˙uR @ uRD1
2

p12
λ
`
„
W
@ uRD1
1
ˆ
2sb Brφ` Brsbsa ´ 2pb Brψ ` Brpbpaλ
˙
` @ uRD1
2
ˆ
2sb Brφ` Brsbsaλ ´ 2pb Brψ ` Brpbpa
˙
p1
e2φsb
`
"
1
2
ˆ pK `W sK˙λ` ˆ 1
e2ψpa ´ We2φsa
˙Brp1
2λ
`
„ˆ
W
e2φsa ´ 1e2ψpa
˙`
3` λ˘Brp1
4λ
´ λ
2
ˆ
W
ˆ sA1 ` sK
3
˙
` pA1 ` pK
3
˙
p12
λ2
` p1
„
1
e2ψpaλ
ˆBr r∆
4 r∆ ´ Brψ ´ Brpa2pa
˙
´ W
e2φsaλ
ˆBr∆
4∆
´ Brφ´ Brsa
2sa
˙
`
ˆ
1
e2ψpaW ` 1e2φsa
˙ˆ
λ´ 1
λ
˙BrW
4
*@ uRD2
1
. (B.50b)
The boundary value problem (3.18b) contains the time derivatives of Nr and M. These
are quite lengthy, so we do not write them down explicitly here.
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